
Shooting for Brands 
Workshop



Kearns picked up a camera back in 2012 after 

taking a digital photo class in his sneior year of 

highschool - at the time he had no intention for it 

would become his career.

Quitting his job in 2015 to pursue what he thought 

would be his career in graphic design, he full sent 

it into photo work. At the time it was just for fun, 

for personal work on the side, but slowly things 

started to snowball.

His Instagram started growing, he started making 

YouTube videos, higher paying jobs with larger 

clients started coming his way - it was surreal for 

a kid who quict starbucks, and as nice as it sounds 

on paper, there were many mistakes as there were 

success along the way.

Kearns shares both sides here, allowing you 

to learn how he locked in deals with brands, 

integrating them within his work and doing this 

for a living. But he also shares what he has learned 

from the experiences he’s had so you can dodge 

those mistakes in the future as well

Integrating a brand into the photographs you’re 
already stoked to capture is how Andrew defines 
a successful shoot.

About Andrew  



THE PURPOSE OF
THIS WORKSHOP

This doens’t happen overnight - it 

takes a long time and then some. I’m 

still figuring it out (and to be honest, I 

always will be). It’s a matter of finding 

what you like, what you’re inspired 

by, identifying why, and then making 

it your own. Think about it on two 

accounts: Photos & Values.

My goal is for my work to reflect both 

what I’m keen on in photographs 

and my ntrinsic values. Wether that’s 

through personal work or brand work 

- why would you want to spend your 

time shooting anything else but what 

you value most? Take the time to 

identify these, revisit these questions 

often. I can tell you these answers are 

dierent than 5 years ago, and they will 

continually evolve.

Identifiy your intrisnsic values, your 

principles. For me - outdoors, people, 

community, simplicity - these are 

broad but let’s get specific. Expericing 

nature, documenting people, learning 

& sharing knwoledge, humility quality 

alone time - again the list goes on. 

Identify these for yourself.

This is a simple exercise, but one that 

provides tremendou insight. Simply 

find photos you like and don’t just 

double tap and move on - dig into 

why. For me - I am keen on certain 

colors, center compostions, less busy 

backgrounds, photographs with 

people in it, etc. Get more specific. I 

love clean, quality commercial work, 

document-candid feel, desert scene, 

sunset, expressive.. the list goes on. 

Don’t double tap & cruise - take the 

time.

UNDERSTANDING 
YOUR STYLE

INTEGRATINS YOUR VALUES 
INTO YOUR WORK

VALUES

PHOTOS



GEAR

Since releasing the workshop I purchased a Sony setup 

similar to the focal length my Canon had. I was surprised by 

some responses - “What about the new Canon mirrorless 

with 8K video?” or “I thought you loved Canon? Why the 

switch?” Both points have validity to them. At the end of 

the day I don’t really think about gear in that way though, I 

don’t worry so much about specs or apertures, etc. What I 

saw in the Sony setup was quality video output, and great 

photos straight out of camera all packed into a smaller size. 

I don’t really care what the brand I’m using is, or to deal 

with 8K video.. if I’m sacrificing simplicity and complicating 

things it’s worth it to me.

Similar to my view on my main camera setups - I like the 

OM2 for the size, and same with the little sureshot 130u as 

a simple, quick & versatile point and shoot. The Rebel 2000 

can use all of my Canon EF lenses too, so it’s fun to have on 

shoots where I have my Canon setup where I can throw my 

nicer L glass on a film camera body.

I have these lenses for my Canon setup, but to be honest 

95%+ of the work I’ve shot the last 5 years has been on 

a 24-70ii. The 80-200 lens is something I’ve added more 

often though, it’s an older very small, cheap zoom lens, but 

the AF works with DSLR cameras. Great travel zoom as it an 

fit in a small fanny pack. My mentality is that I don’t want to 

have to choose between so many different lens options, I’d 

rather have one that can get pretty much everything I need 

- the 24-70.

CANON 5D4 + 

CANON 24-70II F/2.8L

SONY A7III + 

TAMRON 28-75 F/2.8L

OLYMPUS OM2 + 

28 & 50MM

CANON SURESHOT 130U

CANON REBEL 2000 + 

CANON EF LENSES

CANON 80-200 F/4.5-5.6

CANON 70-300 F/4.5-5.6L

SIGMA 35MM F/1.4 ART

MAIN CAMERA 
SETUPS

FILM CAMERA 
SETUPS

OTHER 
LENSES



The FStop Dalston was my go to for years. I still have it but 

needed a more practical, bigger & more confy  bag for more 

weight when I bring it all along. I picked up the LowePro 

for the this reason. One big pocket you can make your own 

with hip straps to better distribute the weight. Been a big 

fan of it.

I haven’t needed a faster computer until recent (doing a lot 

more video now) so the 2015 had been my go to for 5 years. 

Same thing with hard drives - I havn’t needed a SSD for 

speed or anything yet. USB 3.0 has been more than enough, 

and as they are only getting cheaper I have a USB 3.0 back 

up for it as well.

FSTOP DALSTON

LOWE PRO TACTIC BP 450 

AW II

2015 MACBOOK PRO

USB 3.0 HARD DRIVE

BACKUP DRIVES

BAGS

TECH



PITCHING A 
CLIENT

Hey John, hope you’re doing well.

I’m doing a workshop with Strohlworks at the end 

of this month (the 25-29th) - it’s about working 

with brands and we want to get an actual brand 

involved. So this is where you, Pa’lante, comes in. 

I remembered you reached out last year and I 

loved the look + functionality of your packs when 

you mentioned your company. I just revisited them 

and still stands true.

I’d love to involve your brand with the workshop.

If you’re interested & you have a chance soon, even 

today, I’d love to hop on a quick call and run over 

the details with you more specifically.

Feel free to shoot me a text to move things faster, 

425-999-6947

Cheers, and hope to hear from ya

- Andrew

Hey Shannon,

I mentioned a bit ago I was re-doing my portfolio 

& creating a PDF showcasing my work, client list, 

& mission statement. I wanted to pass this along to 

you all at H.

Here’s the portfolio: https://andrewtkearns.com/ & 

here’s my blog with photo collections from travels: 

https://andrewtkearns.com/blog/ & I’ve attached 

the PDF here for you.

I hope all is well over at the H & Thought Catalog 

Cheers,

- Andrew

• 5-6 sentences - let the  

PDF - do the talking

• Sentences are more like 

bullet points

• Website Link + any other 

linkes (hyperlinked for less 

words)

• Attached PDF

• “Wow intro page + Logo

• 1-2 sentence about me 

page

• Portfolio level work

• 1-2 Statements 

– Values showing through   

   your work 

– If it’s a trip, about the trip 

– Client statements

• A thank you page 

– Website 

– Social channels

• Other considerations 

– Client page + Client Work 

– Statistics page

SPECIFIC TRIP - ATTACHING 
“PA’LANTEPITCH.PDF”

INTRO EMAIL - ATTACHING 
“ANDREWTKEARNS INTRO.PDF”

EMAIL CHECKLIST

PDF CHECKLIST



PRE PRODUCTION 
PLANNING

IPAD DRAWINGS

JORUNALED DRAWINGS

PINTEREST BOARD https://pin.it/dY8gWzE

“USE PRE PRODUCTION AS A ROAD MAP”

+ 40-60% of a plan, then go from there



ON SHOOT

• Review your images with your 

subject

• If you can, take small breaks

• Try to plan around optimal times 

– good light, tides, low crowds

• Harsh Light tips 

– Keep the background simple and  

   less busy 

– Reflector can help direct light 

– Close to your subject 

– Low aperture

• Refer back to journaled idea and 

mood boards

• Music on set

• Allow for spontinatity

Most of my photographs end to cater 

towards center composition & thinking 

as if it was in page margains. Notice 

the distance between the edges of the 

frame & the rock on all sides, notice 

the edge of the rock and the people. 

It’s slightly off but you can see my 

thought process - it’s like margains on 

a page. I look at composition a lot like 

that, this way of looking at it benfits 

center compostions. Look for these as 

you’re shooting, I’m moving around a 

lot to make it work.

TIPS / 
CHECKLIST

COMPOSTIONS TIP



EDITING

VSCO 
WORKFLOW

   Step 1      Step 3      Step 2      Step 4   

WHITE BORDER  

Easier to see toning

FILTER  

I don’t have specific favs

Find what I like, lower the 

intesity 

ADJUSTMENTS 

Exposure, then experiment 

Keeping it minor

ANY RE-ADJUSTMENTS  

Final touches, remove the 

white border Export to 

Camera Roll

I learned how to operate PM from this 

video: https://youtu.be/2lCqlt_ht8A It’ll 

teach you the functionality of it - but 

here’s my wokrflow.

#1 - 1 star appealing photos, Color coding 

photo stiches or any other ideas that 

involve sets of photos 

#2 - Cull those down, removing the lesser 

photos 

PHOTO MECHANIC

#3 - Export over to lightroom - selects of 

the selects (2 star)

 

It’s a pretty simple method, less clutter, 

stars, soroting and sifting. Aooky this to 

however works for you. There’s also a free 

simlar program - “XnView.com.” I’ve never 

used it but have heard good things as an 

alternative.



EDITING

Solo Mode

Right Click on any tab on right, select 

“Solo Mode” Saves you time scrolling, 

keeps things organized

Easy Ones to Know

R = Crop Panel

/ = Before/After

Y = Side by side Before/After

Shift + Y = adjust view

Quick Select Tabs

CMD + 1-9

Works great with Solo Mode

Hue / Saturation / Luminance - Click 

Adjust

CMD + alt + shift + H

CMD + alt + shift + S

CMD + alt + shift + L

Click anywhere on the photo to adjust 

the clicked color

Quick Ones to Know

R = Crop Panel

/ = Before/After

Y = Side by side Before/After

Shift + Y = adjust view

Solo Mode

• Duplicate Layer

• Clone Stampe, Clean up

• Transfrom for Composition

Adjustment Layers I frequent

• Color Balance

• Photo Filter (Warm)

• Selective Color

• Curves - gradient technique

• Curves - brushing in technique

LIGHTROOM SHORTCUTS / 
SETUP

PHOTOSHOP

Curves Panel

When clicking and dragging a point on 

the curve

hold Alt = move slowly

hold Shift = stay on vertical line

hold Alt + Shift = move slowly on line 

vertically

CMD + alt + shift + T

Click anywhere on photo to adjust

Local Adjustment Filters

M = Gradient Filter

Shift + M = Radial Filter

K = Brush

A = Auto Mask (auto selects masking, 

usually works well) O = Show masked 

area (Works on Gradient, Radial and 

Brush)

Adjust Exposure with +/- key

Click on “Exposure” in Panel 1 - 

“Modify Exposure with +/- Keys” will 

pop up

+/- will change exposure by 0.10

Hold Shift & click +/- will change by 

0.33

This can be applied to any slider you 

want



WISDOM 
NUGS

01.

02.

03.

04.

05.

06.

07.

08.

09.

The harder you work the 

luckier you get, however...

Take a break if you need to, 

things will be there when you 

get back

Take your time, these things 

happen over years, not 

overnight.

Learn to manage your money 

- things will eb & flow

 

Read - I’ve shared my reads 

list to the right

Journal - it’s the best 

thing you can do to find 

perspective

Have a mission statement 

that reflects your values and 

your work.

Take time to be present with 

your work. You started this 

because you love it, don’t let 

it become something else.

Expectations kill experience

Walk into every opportunity 

without expectations.

• Ego is the Enemy - Ryan Holiday

• Essentialism - Greg McKeown

• The Power of Now - Eckhart Tolle

• Anything You Want - Derek Silvers

• Let my people go Surfing - Yvon 

Choinard

• The Obstacle is The Way - Ryan 

Holiday

• Stilness is the Key - Ryan Holiday

Stephen Covey

Rainer Maria Rilke

Ciscomd, Redditor
unknown

QUALITY READS

Examine your own motivations
Against your highest values 
Because they impact your perceptions
Which then impact your behavior 
And the results that follow

Do not believe that he who seeks to comfrot 
you lives untroubled among the simple & 
quiet words that sometimes do you good. 
His life has much di˛ culty and sadness far 
behind yours. were it otherwise he would 
never have been able to find those words.

“…of her life. She goes ‘Why didn’t I point 
the camera at them? I don’t care about the 
Grand Canyon.’ ”

“One time I found this old home movie my 
grandma made of their visit to the Grand 
Canyon back in the 50s. She’s filming the 
scenery and a couple times you can barly see 
my dad and uncles run by. We’re watching 
this in the mid ‘00s - 50 years later near the 
end.”



WORKING WITH BRANDS 
CHECKLIST

• To the point email

• Attached PDF

• Clear Intention or Plan

• Review images with 

subjects

• Take small breaks

• Plan around optimal times

• Refer back to journaled 

idea

• Refer back to mood boards

• Bumping Music Playlist

• Allow for spontinatity

• Photo Mechanic selects

• Lightroom selcts of selects

• Lightroom base edit

• Photoshop final edit

• Get paid

• Deliver the asstes

• Party

• On to the next

• Plan in place

• Deliverables understood

• Pricing & Payment Decided

• Contracts in place

• Ideas written down

• Mood board

• Location Scout

• Models informed & ready

• Dates planned

• Gear checklist

PITCHING

ON SHOOT

EDITING

DELIVERY

CLIENT NEGOTIATIONS

PRE PRODUCTION

01

04

02

05
03

06


